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I. HISTORY

! I

Since 1988, on request from the institut de protection /#
et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IPSN), THERMODATA has been working on the
thermodynamical modelling of very complex chemical systems ^
involved in the Molten Core-concrete Interaction (MCCI).

This work was initiated by a "Benchmark Exercise on the >J
Chemical Modelling of the Release of Radionuclides due to ••"
Core-Concrete Interactions" [1], proposed by the
OECD/NEA/CSNI. IPSN and THERMODATA were participating to this
Benchmark Exercise. L...

The aim of this Benchmark was to calibrate capabilities ]
to calculate thermochemical equilibrium in simplified systems '
arising during the interaction of core debris with structural
concrete. The first part of this work (Part A) was a simplified f
standard problem intended to test the numerical solution
techniques involved in defining chemical equilibrium in the
various codes. In this part, all thermochemical data and
modelling wore set as input data. The second part of this work Ir-

} .. (ParT FP was intended to examine the sensitivity of results . ;
( : to Vv...OUS modelling of thermochemical equilibrium fixed by the .
U \ user.

' 4 The results from part A have shown good agreement
/• between almost all calculation codes usually employed to

determine the equilibrium state composition of multicomponent
•, ' * systems.

7 On the opposite, the choice of different assumptions in
L- the modelling of condensed solution phases (Part B) has shown
% large differences in the results concerning the gas phase

composition.
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The restrictions and disadvantages of the classical
approach for thermodynamics1 modelling based on ideality concept
and use of limited activity coefficients are very important :

Ks a matter ot fact, with this approach, Lt U
possible to calculate the partition ot species between the oxide
aavl metallic chases - misciMlity gap for example -, nor to
determine the equilibria between the solid and liquid condensed
phases - liquidas, solidus -.

Moreover, the assumptions made on the activity
coefficients can lead to calculated activities which are very
different from those expected. one of the troublesome
consequences is the uncertainty on the concentration of the
released products in the gaseous phase, which is directly
connected to the activity in the condensed phase.

At the tine of the benchmark, the conclusion was that,
if theoretical tools were indeed available, a strong limiting
factor for the results reliability was the lack of
self-consistent data for raulticoraponent condensed solution
phases, concerning as well oxide, metal as metal-oxide systems.

For that reason, the need to improve1 the thermodynamic
modelling of specific MCCI chemical systems was evident. As a
consequence, THERMODATA and IPSN started in 1988 a work on the
subject of both thermodynamical equilibrium calculation code and
thermodynamic data (thanks to an European collaboration) adapted
to the molten core concrete interaction.

II. CALCUIATÏON CODE

The calculation code GEMINI2, developed by
THERMODATA/IMPG (Institut National Polytechnique de
Grenoble)/CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique)
is the last stage of successive works performed in Grenoble
(France) since 1972.

6EKXNI2 is a code that calculates complex multiphase
multicomponent chemical equilibria (ideal gas phase,
stoichiometric condensed compounds and mult!component solution
phases) by minimization of the total Gibbs Energy of the system
under either constant pressure or volume conditions.

The total Gibbs Energy is minimized by means of a
general optimization technique, with regard to the independent
variables after having taken into account the constraints of the
problem, i.e. the mass balance conservation conditions.

This code has been already applied to many chemical
equilibria problems, and successfully tested in the Benchmark
Exercise (Part A), [I]. it includes the general multi-sublattice
model (particularly the non ideal associate model and the
classical substitution model) for solution phases, and its main
limitations are only due to the hardware capabilities.

The practical applications of the code are calculation
of phase equilibria ( determination of liquidus, solidus or phase
transition, proportion of equilibrium phases), cristallization
paths, thermodynamic properties (Gibbs Energy, Enthalpy, Entropy,
Heat Capacity), activity of pure components or partial pressure
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of gas, and also heat balance for all equilibrium phases.

' I

THgRMODYMAMIC DATA BASES

At first, we have undertaken to work on the
AIoOaCaO-SiO2-UO2-ZrO2 quinary system, which contains five main
oxides of 4 "corium" obtained in the unlikely event of a severe
accident in a PWR nuclear power plant, if the reactor core melts
through the vessel and slumps into the concrete reactor cavity.
A preliminary work on the assessment of the limiting binary
systems has been made by Relave et al.[2J.

Following the conclusions drawn by a specialist meeting
on fission product chemistry in severe nuclear reactor accident,
organized by the Commission of European Communities [3], a list
of different data bases needed to solve most of problems linked
to the molten core concrete interaction was drawn up.

Considering the importance of the work to be done,
two European state organizations, the Institut de protection et
de Sûreté Nucléaire (IPSN), France, and the United Kingdom Atomic
Agency (UKAEA), United Kingdom, decided to collaborate to share
the effort for producing common thermodynamical data for these
selected chemical systems. National laboratories involved in
this collaboration are THERMODATA for IPSN and National Physical
Laboratory (NPL) for UKAEA.

Thus, an oxide data base has to be developed jointly.
This data base contains as major constituents UO2, ZrO2, SiO2,
CaO, Al2O3, MgO, FeO, BaO, SrO, La2O3. The data base for gaseous
species has been developed for many years in THERMODATA and is
continuously updated.

At first, a common set of thermodynamics1 data has been
developed in collaboration by THERMODATA (Prance) and NPL (united
Kingdom) for the quinary oxide system Al2O^-CaO-SiO2-UOj-ZrOj.
These new data take into account a physically realistic
thermodynamical modelling of all the possible equilibrium
phases (stoichiometric compounds and roulticomponent condensed
solution phases) of the system.

The oxide quinary system has been recently extended by
TKRRMODATA to three selected fission products, BaO, SrO and
La- 5 . in a next futur, MgO and FeO will be added to the oxide
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base in collaboration with NPL and UKAEA.

IV DATA ASSESSMKKT

The principle of the thermodynamic approach needs to
know the Gibbs Energy of all possible phases in the chemical
system. As this function is not well experimentally determined
for very complex multiconponent phases, that one is modelled from
the limiting binary and sometimes higher order (ternary, .,.)
sub-systems. Substitution, associate and multisubiattice model
are commonly use-i.

The model parameters have to be evaluated by using
sophisticated optimization procedures, that allow to take into
account simultaneously all the available experimental

i ; '



information, as well calorimetric, electromotive force or
pressure vapour measurements, as phase diagrams experimental
points and also to introduce experimental uncertainties.

Thus, data assessment work needs first to evaluate
self-consistent data for 10 pure unary and 45 binary oxide
systems for the oxide data base.

The evaluation of the 120 ternary subsystems is not
realistic in a short time, and only the most important ones are
studied.

In connection with this work concerning the oxide
solution data base, many pure stoichiometric condensed or gazeous
components have to be updated.

V. PRACTICAL APPLICATIQMS

a. Equilibrium state in the Al2O3-CaO-SiO2-UO2-ZrO2
system, phase diagram», liquidus and solidus,
cristallization history, proportion of phases.

GEMINI2 code allows to calculate the thermochemical
equilibrium state for any temperature and composition specified
by the user, and gives as results the name, number of moles of
all phases, the mole fraction for solution phases, and the
thermodynamic activities. It offers automatic iteration
capabilities either in temperature or composition. Results of the
code are given numerically, and stored in files for any further
exploitation.

The first important practical application has been the
determination of liquidus and solidus temperatures of some
selected mixtures in the quinary oxide system
Al2O3-CaO-SiO2-UO2-ZrO2 14]. In this work, different core
(UO2-ZrO2) - concrete (Al2O3-CaO-SiO2) mixtures were studied, by
varying the mass proportion. A lattice of curves (Temperature
versus wt % concrete is plotted (see figure 1) for different
concrete compositions (pure SiO2, siliceous concrete, limestone
common sand concrete, limestone limestone concrete, pure CaO).
Concerning the liquidus curves, there exists a trend to
immiscibility for • the siliceous concrete and in opposite an
evolution towards an eutectic behaviour when the CaO content in
the concrete increases. The solidus temperatures are mainly
controlled by the concrete composition. A preliminary comparison
with experimental results give very satisfactory agreement for
both liquidus and solidus temperatures for the siliceous
case. The figure 2 presents the curves corresponding to a given
proportion of liquid at equilibrium (100 % = liquidus, 0 % =
solidus) for different core-siliceous concrete mixtures, which
are of interest for viscosity interpretation.
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Figure 1 : calculated latt ice of liquidus and solidus curves for

different core (UO2-ZrO2) - concrete (Al2O3-CaO-SiO2)
•ixtures) : 1 « s i l i ca , 2 » si l iceous, 3 = lisestone
sand, 4 = liaestone, 5 - l i s e .
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: liquidus, iso-liquid proportion and solidus curves
for core (78% Uo2, 22% ZrOj) - siliceous concrete
(77% SiO2, 15% CaO, 8% Al2O3) mixtures.
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b. Modelling of the activity in condensed solution
phases, fission products release fro» the corium.

A second practical application of great interest is a
better modelling of the fission products release by vaporization
from the corium needed by the Benchmark conclusions [I].

it is easier to explain the influence of the model for
solution phases in the case of a simple binary system. In this
case, the partial pressure of one constituent above a liquid
phase, Pĵ  is directly linked to the thermodynaraic activity, a£ of
that constituent at equilibrium, and to the partial pressure p\
above the pure constituent at that temperature.

P1= at* p'i

The activity a* is linked to the atomic composition of
the phase, X1, by the activity coefficient, I^.

in the ideal model, TJ« l and at « x<. In a real case,
if the components of the phase present strong attraction, n < l
and if they present a repulsion, r± > l. Thus, the uncertainty
on the partial pressure p^ can easily reach several orders of
magnitude for systems with strong deviations from ideality.

Without any thermodynamic modelling of solution phases,
the assumption r< = l has no sense, because the real value of l\
may vary from 0 to + «, giving very few chance to the reliability
of any thermodynamic prediction. A more realistic value could be
given to r^ only if experimental results were known in
advance.

In opposite, a realistic thermodynamic modelling of the
Gibbs Energy of solution phase, self consistent with the phase
diagram and all available thermodynamic information, allows to
estimate the activity at different temperatures or compositions
in all binary subsystems, and consequently to estimate the
activity in the multicomponent system.

Thus, a second paper [5] deals about the thermodynamic
modelling of the eight oxides system obtained by the extension of
the quinary system (UO2-ZrO2-CaO-SiO2-Al2O3) to the three
selected fission products (BaO, SrO, La2O3) including condensed
and gas phases together.

VI. FUHTHER WORK

A further work will be the use of such a
thermodynamical approach including both a very general
calculation code and appropriate data base in order to model the
extensively large experimental program parts performed in the
MCCI field.

It is hoped that the use of self-consistent
thermodynamic data based on phase diagram assessment and taking
into account experimental results obtained elsewhere will reduce
the uncertainties in the HCCI phenomena modelling.

il
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